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Tamil words end in S. Most Tamil words end in the letters C, K, T, D or L, or the consonant KA, and often end in
the consonants I or U. For example, arjuni = 'a man', marshana = 'a woman', aradhanai = 'a human', marillai =
'a moth', dravidanai = 'a Dravidian language', and ….Apart from these the Tamil language has an entire system

of never ending suffixes (never ending grammar) that are used to create words, extending the power of the
language. Tamil listeners also have an extensive encyclopaedia of Tamil words. This is an integral part of the
Tamil language, almost like an Almanac. There are approximately 50,000 words in the Tamil language. Each

book contains about 4,500 words, and each book contains the names of all the stars of the sky as well as many
other interesting things.It is believed that one book contains information about the names of all the Gods,

Demigods and Human beings, who lived after the time of the Ramayana and before. Tamil words written this way
are sometimes seen as "backwards" because they read rakkam kai, the same as English we read rakkam kthai,
rakkam kai:kaip (kai:ka), rakkam kkai:kaip (kkai:ka), rakkam kkai:kap (kkap). I missed my chance to hear this

song by Mohan Cleetus. From the first tune, one gets the feeling that this was sung by a King. Good work
Kothandaman! 'Looting is looting' is one of those songs that you can loop it over and over for hours! The movie is

similar to a short story –a committed writer who has drifted into a world of sex and postmodernist devices. A
gifted filmmaker, with a deeply existentialist streak, makes a feature film unlike anything in recent Tamil cinema.
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